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QUESTION 1

A company requires that IP packet data be inspected for invalid or malicious content. 

Which of the following approaches achieve this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure a proxy solution on Amazon EC2 and route all outbound VPC traffic through it. Perform inspection within
proxy software on the EC2 instance. 

B. Configure the host-based agent on each EC2 instance within the VPC. Perform inspection within the host-based
agent. 

C. Enable VPC Flow Logs for all subnets in the VPC. Perform inspection from the Flow Log data within Amazon
CloudWatch Logs. 

D. Configure Elastic Load Balancing (ELB) access logs. Perform inspection from the log data within the ELB access log
files. 

E. Configure the CloudWatch Logs agent on each EC2 instance within the VPC. Perform inspection from the log data
within CloudWatch Logs. 

Correct Answer: AB 

"EC2 Instance IDS/IPS solutions offer key features to help protect your EC2 instances. This includes alerting
administrators of malicious activity and policy violations, as well as identifying and taking action against attacks. You can
use AWS services and third party IDS/IPS solutions offered in AWS Marketplace to stay one step ahead of potential
attackers." 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a web-based application using Amazon CloudFront and running on Amazon Elastic Container Service
(Amazon ECS) behind an Application Load Balancer (ALB). The ALB is terminating TLS and balancing load across ECS
service tasks A security engineer needs to design a solution to ensure that application content is accessible only
through CloudFront and that I is never accessible directly. 

How should the security engineer build the MOST secure solution? 

A. Add an origin custom header Set the viewer protocol policy to HTTP and HTTPS Set the origin protocol pokey to
HTTPS only Update the application to validate the CloudFront custom header 

B. Add an origin custom header Set the viewer protocol policy to HTTPS only Set the origin protocol policy to match
viewer Update the application to validate the CloudFront custom header. 

C. Add an origin custom header Set the viewer protocol policy to redirect HTTP to HTTPS Set the origin protocol policy
to HTTP only Update the application to validate the CloudFront custom header. 

D. Add an origin custom header Set the viewer protocol policy to redirect HTTP to HTTPS.Set the origin protocol policy
to HTTPS only Update the application to validate the CloudFront custom header 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 3

A security engineer has enabled AWS Security Hub in their AWS account, and has enabled the Center for Internet
Security (CIS) AWS Foundations compliance standard. No evaluation results on compliance are returned in the Security
Hub console after several hours. The engineer wants to ensure that Security Hub can evaluate their resources for CIS
AWS Foundations compliance. 

Which steps should the security engineer take to meet these requirements? 

A. Add full Amazon Inspector 1AM permissions to the Security Hub service role to allow it to perform the CIS
compliance evaluation 

B. Ensure that AWS Trusted Advisor Is enabled in the account and that the Security Hub service role has permissions to
retrieve the Trusted Advisor security-related recommended actions 

C. Ensure that AWS Config. is enabled in the account, and that the required AWS Config rules have been created for
the CIS compliance evaluation 

D. Ensure that the correct trail in AWS CloudTrail has been configured for monitoring by Security Hub and that the
Security Hub service role has permissions to perform the GetObject operation on CloudTrails Amazon S3 bucket 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/securityhub/latest/userguide/securityhub.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has a serverless application for internal users deployed on AWS. The application uses AWS Lambda for the
front end and for business logic. The Lambda function accesses an Amazon RDS database inside a VPC The company
uses AWS Systems Manager Parameter Store for storing database credentials. A recent security review highlighted the
following issues 

1. 

The Lambda function has internet access. 

2. 

The relational database is publicly accessible. 

3. 

The database credentials are not stored in an encrypted state. 

Which combination of steps should the company take to resolve these security issues? (Select THREE) 

A. Disable public access to the RDS database inside the VPC 

B. Move all the Lambda functions inside the VPC. 

C. Edit the IAM role used by Lambda to restrict internet access. 

D. Create a VPC endpoint for Systems Manager. Store the credentials as a string parameter. Change the parameter
type to an advanced parameter. 
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E. Edit the IAM role used by RDS to restrict internet access. 

F. Create a VPC endpoint for Systems Manager. Store the credentials as a SecureString parameter. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Reference: https://docs.amazonaws.cn/en_us/config/latest/developerguide/operational-best-practices-
forhipaa_security.html (guidance) 

 

QUESTION 5

You are working for a company and been allocated the task for ensuring that there is a federated authentication
mechanism setup between AWS and their On-premise Active Directory. Which of the following are important steps that
need to be covered in this process? Choose 2 answers from the options given below. 

Please select: A. Ensure the right match is in place for On-premise AD Groups and IAM Roles. 

B. Ensure the right match is in place for On-premise AD Groups and IAM Groups. 

C. Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory 

D. Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory Federation services 

Correct Answer: AD 

The AWS Documentation mentions some key aspects with regards to the configuration of On-premise AD with AWS
One is the Groups configuration in AD Active Directory Configuration Determining how you will create and delineate
your AD groups and IAM roles in AWS is crucial to how you secure access to your account and manage resources.
SAML assertions to the AWS environment and the respective IAM role access will be managed through regular
expression (regex) matching between your on-premises AD group name to an AWS IAM role. One approach for
creating the AD groups that uniquely identify the AWS IAM role mapping is by selecting a common group naming
convention. For example, your AD groups would start with an identifier, for example, AWS-, as this will distinguish your
AWS groups from others within the organization. Next include the 12-digitAWS account number. Finally, add the
matching role name within the AWS account. Here is an example: 

And next is the configuration of the relying party which is AWS ADFS federation occurs with the participation of two
parties; the identity or claims provider (in this case the owner of the identity repository Active Directory) and the relying
party, which is another application that wishes to outsource authentication to the identity provider; in this case Amazon
Secure Token Service (STS). The relying party is a federation partner that is represented by a claims provider trust in
the federation service. Option B is invalid because AD groups should not be matched to IAM Groups Option C is invalid
because the relying party should be configured in Active Directory Federation services For more information on the
federated access, please visit the following URL: 1 https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/aws-federated-authentication-
with-active-directory-federationservices-ad-fs/ The correct answers are: Ensure the right match is in place for On-
premise AD Groups and IAM Roles., Configure AWS as the relying party in Active Directory Federation services 
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